Aloha Saint Louis School Parents and Guardians,

Our five Characteristics of a Marianist Education (CMEs) listed above in red and blue wording guide us in all we do at Saint Louis School. You will see in the pictures provided below our students taking part in activities that nurture these characteristics. Whether it’s attending Mass, entering contests, etc., exposure to various experiences on and off campus will help your son to grow personally, academically, and spiritually.

Specifically, I would like to congratulate our Crusader robotics team for their stellar performance at this Saturday’s VEX Robotics Tournament at Sacred Hearts Academy. They ranked six out of twenty-eight teams during individual qualifications and reached the semi-finals in team competition. With our new robotics teacher, Mr. Takashima (Mr. T), our newly renovated E.L. Weigand STEM Center, and a fantastic team of robotics students we are hoping to grow, we plan to compete in more robotics contests throughout the school year. I feel confident that our robotics team will continue to represent Saint Louis School very well in these competitions, so please ask your son to consider being a part of our robotics team in the future!

Memor et Fidelis,

Glenn Medeiros, Ed.D.
Saint Louis School
Head of School

Father Allen prepares our elementary students to play an important role in our Mass in the Mystical Rose Oratory.
A few days ago, 1950 graduate of SLS Ray Wong visited our kindergarten class and was immediately welcomed with hugs by our students after stating to them that he attended Saint Louis School as a child.

Mamiya Theater was full of high school students and faculty who took part in our Saint Louis Mass.
Here our high school students danced to the song “Lord I Lift Your Name on High.”

Our middle school students filled up our Mystical Rose Chapel for their respective Saint Louis Mass.
Above is a picture of our SLS Robotics Team taken during lunch break at Sacred Hearts Academy this weekend.

Here you can see our robotics team in action as they prepare for the next match.
Each year Saint Louis School sends a group of 12th grade students to the U.S. mainland to attain the training they need to become a part of our Marianist L.I.F.E. (Living in Faith Experience) Team. This year’s L.I.F.E. members will not only assist our students in their spiritual growth, they will also work as leaders throughout the school year. Father Allen recognized and hugged each L.I.F.E. member for their commitment to this very important responsibility during our Saint Louis Mass.